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ABSTRACT

1.1 Learning Objects

The interface design is one of the essential elements for
building a coherent and consistent learning object. However,
it is still believed that interface design relates only to
providing an aesthetic appearance to the learning object. The
interface should be seen as the action space where mediatic
objects are presented for user interaction. In this paper we
introduce a architecture for adaptability and adaptivity of
learning object‟s interface. A learning object adapts itself to
the user; it is not the user who must adapt her/himself to the
learning object. This adaptation implies the design of the
learning object interface, which includes the processes and
structures for adaptivity and adaptability. The paper includes a
discussion of the architecture, its components, and a detailed
description of the sequence of actions for adaptive interaction.

The IEEE defines leaning object as “any digital or non digital
entity that can be used, reused or referenced during learning
supported by technology” [15]. Wiley argues that this
definition is too broad, and we are agree; he defines a learning
object as “any digital resource that can be reused as support
leaning” [29]. There are other definitions [5; 10; 16; 18; 23;
27; 28]. Based on our studies and developments we propose
the following definition: a learning object is an informative,
digital and interactive entity created for generation
knowledge, skills, attitudes and values, which can be adapted
and reusable in different contexts.

General Terms
Human-Computer Interaction, Information Personalization,
Visualization and Multimedia, Learning Objects.

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
Learning object interfaces usually present the same content
and have the same look and feel for every user, regardless of
his/her learning needs and individual characteristics. Some
interfaces are "customizable"; the user can choose to modify
some characteristics of the interface visual aspect. However,
this does not entirely satisfy the needs of educational content
presentation to the users. Aspects of content personalization,
proper interaction and efficient work in the learning tasks are
also important. It is also required the adaptation of the
learning object interface to the needs, interests and
characteristics of the user, allowing her/him to efficiently
interact and perform learning activities. In order to achieve
this it is necessary to consider the interests and preferences of
the user, so the learning object interface can provide an
appropriate support for a personalized learning experience.
According to Galeana, the adaptability of a learning object
refers to its characteristic to adapt itself to the learning needs
of a particular user [6]. For us, it is necessary to consider both,
adaptability and adaptivity of the learning object interface.
Adaptability refers to the ability of the learning object of
locating content according to the user preferences, and
adaptivity to the ability of presenting content according to the
user interests. Preferences and interests are determined based
on the interaction of the user with educational mediatic
objects. In this way, the adaptivity and adaptability of the
learning object interface allows a more personalized
interaction and makes the user aware of her/his own learning
progress [26].

1.2 Mediatic Objects
Learning objects facilitate the learning process when the user
interacts with mediatic objects appropriately designed.
According to Merrill, a mediatic object is “a text, graphic,
video or audio presented in the learning object's interface”
[17]. From our perspective, a mediatic object is a digital entity
with different forms of representation which is an element of
the contents presented on the learning object interface. The
basic function of the mediatic object is to mediate the
educational content due to its representative nature.
In our research we propose two kinds of mediatic objects: 1)
Educational mediatic objects and 2) Operational mediatic
objects. Educational mediatic objects show the educational
content in the learning object interface. Operational mediatic
objects allow the user to operate and the learning object
interface.

2. ADAPTIVITY AND ADAPTABILITY
Advances in adaptive interfaces have improved the design and
development processes of customizable user interfaces [3; 13;
14; 21].Those advances can now be applied to learning
objects. According to Oppermann, adaptivity and adaptability
are two features of a system which make it to be able to adapt
itself, modifying its interaction with the user [21]. For Kobsa,
adaptability means that the user is able to consciously
personalize the application, while adaptivity refers to the
selection and presentation of content done by the system,
according to the user‟s interests [13]. Kobsa argues that the
majority of software applications allow users to modify
certain features “manually” to indicate their preference, while
other applications are able to recognize the needs of users and
respond automatically.
According to Battou [1] adaptability refers to the “capacity of
adaptive learning systems (ALS) to automatically adapt the
learning process to the specific requirements and preferences
of a particular learner”, for these authors, the adaptability is
based on the granularity of the components of a learning
object, where is chosen from several grains which of them are
appropriate in a given situation. Gkatzidou [7] argues that
learning content can be generated from adaptive aggregation
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of learning objects and their components using learning
patterns. On the other hand, in [7; 8], the authors proposes the
use of design patterns for creating adaptable learning objects.
In [12] the adaptivity is based on the use of competence
description ontology and learner‟s competence records. Other
authors, like [4; 2; 20; 19] referred that the adaptivity of the
learning object is accomplished by situating the learning style
and preferences to the user. The learning object should
consider user needs to present mediatic objects according to
their learning style (auditory, pictures, text, tactile kinesthetic
and internal kinesthetic.

2.1 Adaptivity
We consider adaptivity as the ability of the learning object
interface that allows it to recommend to a specific user those
educational mediatic objects believed to be of her/his
interests. Adaptivity occurs progressively, as the interface
records the selective actions performed by the user while
interacting with the interface. These selective actions refer to
the selection of specific educational mediatic objects by the
user. The learning object interface shows adaptivity when it
takes the decision about which educational mediatic objects
are going to be recommended and presented to a specific user
in a given situation. This decision is based on the user
interests and the guidelines specified in the instructional
design of the learning object.

2.2 Adaptability
We consider adaptability as the ability of the learning object
interface that allows the user to modify the interface settings
and adapt them to his/her preferences. The learning object
interface shows adaptability when it provides the user with the
possibility of freely indicates the location of educational
mediatic objects on the interface. Adaptability implies the
registration of the preferred location of educational mediatic
objects for each specific user.

3. LEARNING OBJECT INTERFACE
Adaptivity and adaptability of the learning object interface
include introducing relevant content according to the previous
interaction between the student and the mediatic objects
contained in the learning objects‟ interface. Thus, the learning
objects' interface has to monitor the students‟ progress and to
keep them aware of their own progress.
For the interface of a learning object to be adaptive and
adaptable, we must consider the user model, instructional
design and customization of the learning object.

3.1 User Model
A user model is a representation of the beliefs concerning the
interests and preferences of a particular user [25]. The user
model is continuously updated during the interactions of the
user with the learning object interface. It allows implementing
the adaptivity and adaptability of the learning object. The user

model has two key elements: 1) Beliefs about the user
interests and 2) Beliefs about the user preferences.
The user interests are inferred based on the selective actions
of the user with educational mediatic objects. In the learning
object, the user‟s interests serve as a basis for recommending
relevant educational mediatic objects. The user preferences
are determined based on the manual location of educational
mediatic objects on the interface, by the user. The preferences
cannot be deduced by the learning object, the user has to
inform the learning object directly or indirectly (by a simple
feedback) about such preferences [3].
As shown in Figure 1-a the adaptivity of the learning object
depends on the user interests, represented in the user model,
and the appropriate order of educational mediatic objects,
represented in the instructional design (see Figure 1-a). On
the other hand, the adaptability of the learning object depends
on the user preferences about the location of educational
mediatic objects; represented in the user model and the
customization (see Figure 1-b). Therefore, we can say that an
adaptive and adaptable learning object is the one that
presents educational mediatic objects in the interface in an
individualized and personalized way, facilitating user
interaction.
To implement the user model is necessary to characterize a
dynamic data structure that represents the system beliefs about
individual user preferences and interests. Beliefs are generated
based on the selective actions and location that the user has
made over the mediatic objects. These records, handled as
beliefs, should change dynamically according to user actions.
Basic beliefs are those that are created based on user
interaction with educational mediatic objects, in carrying out a
selective action on a mediatic object. Are considered basic
beliefs to those beliefs based on evidence generated from user
interaction with mediatic objects, with explicit or implicit
belief. The selective actions are evidence to generate explicit
and implicit beliefs about the user‟s interests. The user can
explicitly indicate their interest in a mediatic object. On the
other hand, if evidence exist that the frequent user interaction
with a mediatic object given, will be expressing, implicitly,
his interest in it. The location actions are evidence to generate
explicit beliefs about the preferences of the user.
Derived beliefs are those beliefs generated based on the basic
beliefs and metadata repository of mediatic objects. These
derived beliefs are inferred from a basic belief about the
interest of the user on a mediatic object and the frequency of
use. This should be considered the mediatic objects that are
linked through metadata for that learning object select which
mediatic objects present at the interface. The relationship
between mediatic objects, especially that allow their
classification, allows derived beliefs are developed that
represent a generalization of the user‟s interests with respect
to content of mediatic objects.
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Fig 1: Adaptivity and adaptability of the learning objects interface.

3.1.1 User model representation
3.1.1.1 Belief degree

Where:
Ad

Adaptivity degree of the model.

The belief degree represents the probability that is assigned to
a belief that a user has some interest in a specific section of
the learning object. According to Paredes [22] it is calculated
as follows:

Nc

Number of beliefs confirmed by the user.

Ns

Number of beliefs suggested by the model.

Bd s 

Ns
I

Where:

The adaptivity degree will increase each time the user
performs a selective action on a section of the learning object
the model has recommended according to their interests.
When the user does not select any section recommended, the
value of the interest degree on the section decreases.

3.1.1.3 Interest threshold

Bds

Belief degree about the interest of the user in a specific
section.

Ns

Total number of times that the user has selected the
section.

I

Total number of interactions with sections of the
learning object from the user selected it for the first
time.

3.1.1.2 Adaptivity degree
The adaptivity degree represents the consistency of the
beliefs, according to the user opinion. According to Paredes
[22], adaptivity degree is calculated as follows:

Ad 

Nc
Ns

The interest threshold is a numerical value between 0 and 1. It
indicates from what value a learning object section should be
considered of interest to a particular user. When a section has
an interest degree equal or greater than interest threshold, the
user model retains the belief that the user is interested in that
section.

3.1.1.4 Adaptivity threshold
According to Paredes [22], the adaptivity threshold “indicates
the percentage of reliability from which it is considered that
the model is sufficiently adapted to the user and their beliefs
are reliable basis for making decisions about it”. This
threshold indicates when the sections that the learning object
presents are of interest for the user.

3.1.1.5 Beliefs discard threshold
This threshold is used in order to decide a decrement in the
interest degree over a section of the learning object, and
therefore it is not expected to increase again. If the interest
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degree has decreased the interest should be discarded on that
section.

3.1.1.6 Derived interest factor
The derived interest factor (Fids) is "a numerical value
between zero and one, representing the importance to be
given the type of relationship that links the basic beliefs and
beliefs derived" [21], that is, the relationship between sections
of the learning object. For this constant should consider that
the user is interested in a section related to another that has
shown its interest. Derived beliefs are inferred from basic
beliefs about the interest of the user a section of the learning
object, looking for other related sections and assigning a value
that includes the interest degree in the basic belief, interest
derived factor and adaptivity degree of the model. According
to Paredes [22], the derived belief degree is calculated as
follows:

Bd d  Bd b Fid s  Ad 
Where:
Bdd

Derived belief degree.

Bdb

Basic belief degree.

Fids

Delivered interest factor the relationship between
sections.

Ad

Adaptivity degree of the user model.

3.1.2 User model updater
An algorithm is required to implement the user model updater,
capable to review the beliefs represented in the user model.
This is necessary to maintain the consistency and be careful
when replacing pervious beliefs with new ones. Positioning
actions will generate beliefs about the user's preferences
regarding the location of educational mediatic objects in the
interface. Basic beliefs are those created based on user‟s direct
interaction with educational mediatic objects, like a selective
action on a mediatic object. Those beliefs based on evidence
retrieved from user interaction with educational mediatic
objects are considered basic beliefs and can be explicit or
implicit. Positioning actions are evidence to create explicit
beliefs about the preferences of the user.
In the elimination of basic beliefs about the user's interests is
carried out in two situations. One refers to a decrease in the
frequency of interaction with the educational mediatic object.
Based on this, we can infer that the interest has declined, so
that, the updater will remove the corresponding belief to reach
the interaction frequency at a low level established or
threshold. The other, refers to the explicit indication of the
user that has no interest in the educational mediatic object.
The elimination of derived beliefs about the user‟s interests is
carried out when the updater eliminates the basic belief that
used for its creation. On the other hand, for the elimination of
basic beliefs about explicit user preferences, the updater must
register the change of location that the user has previously
performed on the mediatic object, so the updater will
eliminate the belief about the mediatic object.

systematic development of learning materials” [9]. In the
context of this research, we consider the instructional design
from two perspectives:

3.2.1 Instructional design applied to the design
of mediatic objects
Instructional design applied to the design of mediatic objects.
Is related to the design and development of each one of the
learning object‟s contents, considering a set of instructional
design elements as guidance (Table1). The learning object
interface design requires not only to take into account the
aesthetic and functional mediatic objects. It also considers
metaphors, knowledge representation and meaning of content
through the appropriate visualization [24].
Table 1. Instructional design elements considered in the
design of mediatic objects
Elements
Real
situation

Content

Strategies of
the facilitator

3.2.2 Instructional design applied to the design
of learning object
The application of the instructional design to the design of
learning objects is relevant to design the interaction between
user and mediatic objects (Table 2). Instructional design aids
the environment to choose what, where and when the mediatic
object will be displayed in the learning objects interface [26].
Table 2. Instructional design elements considered in the
design of the learning objects
Elements
Learning goal
Characteristics
of
the user

Navigation map
of
mediatic objects

3.1.3 User model monitor
To implement the monitor, the interface must keep "listening"
events related to user actions, to determine the creation or
elimination of preference beliefs.

3.2 Instructional Design

Description
Allow the designer to enter into the user‟s
context. In this way, the designer can
determine the appropriate metaphor for the
representation of a mediatic object in
particular.
The way the knowledge is represented in the
mediatic object and the form of representation
determined by the designer.
The designer determines the appropriate
visual representation of the mediatic object for
the user, in order to achieve a signification of
the educational content. This refers to how the
designer achieves the understanding of the
user about what must be represented in a
mediatic object [11].

Task
management

Description
Is the learning objective to be achieved by
the user, interacting with the mediatic
objects of the learning object.
The mediatic objects should be designed
according to the general user profile (age,
gender, level, culture and community).
Supports the free exploration and control of
the user during interaction. It is extremely
important to consider which mediatic
objects will be integrated into the interface
of the object and when they will be
recommended, in order to provide the user
cognitive scaffolding.
It is necessary to identify first the tasks that
the user can perform with the mediatic
objects, in order to determine which
activities will be presented to her/him and
their corresponding order.

Instructional design is the “process by which education is
enhanced through the analysis of learning needs and
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For the implementation of instructional design is necessary to
determine the symbols that allow us to visualize, specify and
build the navigation relationships of the mediatic objects for
the user to interact. Subsequently, we define a data structure
that represents the navigation map of all educational mediatic
objects of the learning object.

7.

User model. Representation of the set of beliefs
concerning the interests and preferences of a
particular user.

8.

Interests. Beliefs about the user interests.

9.

Preferences. Beliefs about the user preferred
location of the educational mediatic objects.

3.3 Customization
Customization refers to the user preferences about the location
of mediatic objects in a particular place of the learning
objects‟ interface. In the customization must be determined
which educational mediatic objects can change their location
in the interface, according to the user preferences and includes
the definition of possible scenarios for displaying and
positioning educational mediatic objects in the interface.
Since these preferences could not be detected automatically
by the learning object, this information will be provided
directly by the user.
User interactions with educational objects should be
monitored and registered, for the learning object to keep track
of the location of educational mediatic objects in the interface.
This location depends on the users “drag-and-drop” actions.
Educational mediatic objects can be placed and maintain their
location within the interface of the learning object. In order to
do this, the „x‟ and „y‟ position of mediatic objects in the
interface must be determined, establishing an active location
zone for educational mediatic objects.

4. ARCHITECTURE AND SOFTWARE
ELEMENTS
The design of a learning object interface implies the
corresponding design processes for adaptivity and
adaptability. Here we present the general architecture of our
proposal and the detailed design as sequences of events. We
propose ADA+ALOI (Architecture for the Design of
Adaptivity and Adaptability of Learning Objects Interface).
This architecture allows the presentation of educational
mediatic objects at the interface of the learning object
according to the interests and preferences of the user. The
architecture is presented in Figure 2, and contains the
following software components:
1.

Monitor. Records and interprets each user action on
the educational mediatic objects, detecting the user
interests and preferences.

2.

Updater. Updates the user model, updating or
creating new beliefs about the user‟s interests and
preferences.

3.

4.

Adaptivity module. It recommends what
educational mediatic object and when to present
them at the interface. This is done by presenting a
navigation map of those mediatic objects believed
to be of the user interest.
Adaptability module. Organizes, presents and
maintains the location of educational mediatic
objects at the interface, according to the user
preferences.

5.

Instructional design. Contains a representation of
the navigation map of all mediatic objects in the
learning object.

6.

Mediatic objects. Repository of the mediatic
objects of the learning object. It provides the
metadata for each educational mediatic object under
request.

4.1 Sequence of events: Interface
adaptivity
The sequence of events for adaptivity of the learning objects
interface is the following:
1.

The learning object presents the educational
mediatic objects in the interface, according to
predetermined instructional design of the learning
object.

2.

The user interacts with educational mediatic objects
at the interface of the learning object.

3.

The monitor records and interprets those user
selective actions on the educational mediatic
objects. (These selective actions may include
choosing an educational mediatic object, marking it
as favorite, etc.).

4.

The user model determines the user interests based
on the interpretation of the selective actions of the
user.

5.

The adaptivity module makes a request of user
interests to the user model.

6.

The user model provides information regarding the
user interests to the adaptivity module.

7.

The adaptivity module proposes educational
mediatic objects based on the user interests.

8.

The instructional design module decides what,
where, when the educational mediatic object will be
displayed in the learning object interface according
to the proposed educational mediatic objects.

9.

The user interacts with those educational mediatic
objects proposed by the instructional design
module.

10. The monitor records the user selective actions on
the proposed educational mediatic objects.
11. The updater module updates the user model
according to the selective actions on the educational
mediatic objects.

4.2 Sequence of events: Interface
adaptability
The sequence of events for adaptability of the learning objects
interface is the following:
1.

The learning object presents the educational
mediatic objects in the interface, according to their
predetermined location in the learning object.

2.

The user selects and locates some educational
mediatic objects in the place s/he decides in the
interface.

3.

The monitor records the drag-and-drop user actions
with the educational mediatic objects on the
learning objects interface.
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4.

The user model determines the user preferences,
based on the registered locations.

5.

The adaptability module makes a request of user
preferences to the user model.

6.

The user model provides information regarding the
user preferences to the adaptability module.

7.

The adaptability module organizes the educational
mediatic objects on the learning objects interface,
according to the user preferences.

8.

The educational mediatic objects are presented in
the container in the location preferred by the user.

9.

The user interacts with the educational mediatic
objects presented.

10. The monitor records the user actions with
educational mediatic objects of the learning objects
interface.
11. The updater maintains the user model according to
the user actions.

5. PROTOTYPE
A high fidelity prototype was designed an adaptive and
adaptable interface to explore the feasibility of the
architecture described above. The prototype consisted in a
learning object that was implemented considering our
proposal. In this way, we identified which elements are
represented in the interface, which mediatic objects will be
displayed and what will be their purpose.

Fig 2: Architecture proposal for adaptivity and adaptability learning object’s interface.
The distribution of mediatic objects in the interface was also
determined based on their importance. In order to implement the
adaptability, we identified active areas, where users can position
educational mediatic objects to their preferences. The research
also included the identification of educational mediatic objects
that can change their position inside the interface, according to
the user preferences. The learning objects have visual hints that
indicate the possibility of positioning actions on the educational
mediatic objects. The user can determine which educational
mediatic object to move physically in the interface, according to
his/her preferences (adaptability).
When the user completes the interaction with the learning
object, the physical positions of educational mediatic objects are
registered in the database. Thus, each time the user interacts
with the learning object, the educational mediatic objects are
maintained in the position chosen by the user. The database

allowed to register in the case of educational mediatic objects,
the “x” and “y” position of the mediatic object.
In this way the user can perform positioning actions on the
educational mediatic objects, which will be monitored and
recorded in the database to keep the educational mediatic objects
in the user's preferred location after his/her interaction with the
learning object. The implemented database allowed us to store
and manipulates the physical positions of the educational
mediatic objects contained in the interface of the learning object.
These physical positions change dynamically according to the
positioning actions taken by the user each time s/he interacts
with the learning object. Once the database was implemented, a
server was developed upon it to receive the “x” and “y” position
and change the location of educational mediatic objects
according to positioning actions carried out by the user. It was
possible to connect the learning object with the server for
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retrieving the positions recorded in the database and display
educational mediatic objects in the learning object interface
according to user preferences.
When the user completes the interaction with the educational
mediatic objects of the sections of the learning object, its
interests are recorded in the database. The user model generates
beliefs about sections of the learning object and learning objects
that may be of interest to the user based on their interests.
Sections and learning objects considered of interest to the user
are presented in the interface home page of the learning object.
The user can choose which sections and learning objects are of
interest (adaptivity).

6. CONCLUSION
The user must not adapt her/himself to the learning object. The
learning object must adapt itself to the user. This adaptation
implies the design of the learning object interface and the
mediatic objects, which should imply the processes and
structures for adaptivity and adaptability. The interface of a
learning object should be defined as an action space where
mediatic objects are displayed for the user to interact with them.
The development of mediatic objects as the mediator elements
between the interface of the learning object and the user makes
possible the assignment of proper meaning to educational
content. For this significance to be successfully achieved,
concepts such as mediatic objects design, adaptivity design and
adaptability design need to be considered within the design
process of interface.
Adaptivity is the presentation of those educational mediatic
objects considered of the interest of the particular user.
Adaptability refers to the presentation of educational mediatic
objects on the user‟s preferred location. The ADA+ALOI
architecture (Architecture for the Design of Adaptivity +
Adaptability of the Learning Object Interface) is a proposal for
the design of an adaptive and adaptable learning objects
interfaces, is based on a representation of the user interests and
preferences. Our architecture implies a user model, where
interests and preferences are registered, and an instructional
design module, which represents the pedagogically oriented
order of the contents. Learning objects with adaptive and
adaptable interfaces allow to present educational mediatic
objects in a personalized way, according to the user interests and
preferences.
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